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I always treasured the ability to make my friends smile, but my quirky comedy sometimes 
served another purpose.  A lot of the time I used it to alleviate tension or to help us forget 
some conflict, and this avoidance to confrontation persists today.  I’m not exactly sure 
when or where this picture was taken, but i think it was shortly after emma moved home 
for the summer after our first year apart.  we had stopped talking for a half-year, during 
which i had lost my virginity and tried becoming involved with someone i didn’t care about; 
there was a lot of conflict that summer.

this is actually the last image of you i ever captured on film.  we were with nathaniel this 
day &you had been awkward around us for a while already.  it was hard to get you to be 
silly or happy or act like yourself around me or us anymore, &when you did this my heart 
beamed &it was like having the old you back again.

September 25, 2009
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i was always comfortable enough around emma to be able to fall asleep, so much so 
that i can’t even remember how many naps we took together.  at this time i wasn’t much 
for sleeping, but whenever emma and i would get together i felt like i could let my guard 
down, let everything go, and rest.  this picture was taken during the beginning of our 
senior year or the end of our junior year of high school.  emma and i never really adhered 
to conventional friendship standards, there were no boundaries for us, and unlike most 
people our age, we were very comfortable having sleepovers.  still to this day she’s seen 
me asleep more than any other person.

i don’t remember when this picture was taken or where we were going but something tells 
me it was the morning we went with my dad to pick up the piano he had gotten my mom 
as her graduation present?  i know it’s in the back of one of my parents’ cars.  i love how 
often you went places with us.  you really were a part of my family.  this image reminds 
me of the time we brought you with us to rocky mountain national park &you &i sat in the 
very back seat of the van so we could fuck around without annoying my parents.  also, 
when my dad &i took you to the sand dunes freshman year &you fell asleep on the way 
home wearing a paper burger king crown.

September 26, 2009
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i don’t quite remember what lake this was taken at, but it was most likely during the spring 
of our junior year.  emma and i would travel together to places like this a lot, whether 
close to home or not; sometimes we would spend entire days just out on the road.  i 
remember that i would get irritated while we were out; i would still have trouble leaving 
the world behind and enjoying myself, and although this caused conflict between me 
and emma at times, most times she knew what was good for me and we’d stay out.  to 
this day, exploring new places, or finding the beauty in old ones, brings back the most 
wonderful memories.

this image was taken the first time i had been to prospect lake since i was really little.  
you had probably never been before because you had hardly been anywhere in colorado 
without me.  we were driving around downtown &i was saying, “i know there is a lake 
here somewhere, oh, maybe this is it, yep, this is it,” &we walked around &it wasn’t too 
exciting.  it was cold.  i wonder now if you ever had fun getting out of the car at random 
places so i could take pictures.  it was impossible to get you to do anything or even get 
out of the car at cool places once i started dating nathaniel, but i wonder if it had been 
that way even before &it just didn’t mean anything to me then.  i remember the summer 
we really quit talking nathaniel asked me to meet him &his family down at prospect lake 
to go swimming &i absolutely refused to go there with him because to me it was a place 
of yours &mine, even though we had only been this once &didn’t even have a memorable 
time.  i have always been horrified of sharing things of ours with other people if you aren’t 
there, too.  one day i was feeling particularly nostalgic &sad for you &ended up driving 
down there to the same spot we had parked &walked around &nathaniel was just quiet 
&didn’t ask questions because he understood that i needed a moment to be with my 
memory of you.

September 26, 2009
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this picture was taken during our junior year of high school. soon after my mom and i had 
moved to a smaller town-home, due to my parents’ divorce freshman year, my old dog 
sheba jumped off our back porch and died.  i had never thought myself a real animal-
lover until it happened.  while emma and i were out driving one day, she spotted a little 
terrier running across the road, and we followed him into a local neighborhood where 
with the bidding of some lunch he jumped right in the car.  mack, as we later named him, 
became an integral part of both our lives, and we never figured out his back-story.  A lot of 
my time spent with emma in high school was time i spent learning; mack, and the events 
surrounding him helped me to love animals as much as i do today.  emma and i went on 
many walks with him, and this was taken during one of them while we circled my new 
town-home complex.

why did i insist on bringing my camera with me everywhere &wasting film on stupid shit all 
the time?  i’m glad i did now, but seriously it was shitty &rainy this day &all we were doing 
was walking mack like we did almost every single day after school that you didn’t have 
track.  a part of me always felt bad that i so readily welcomed mack into our lives almost 
as a replacement so soon after sheba died, but i loved that mack was our dog.  i don’t 
know if you ever knew how much i loved that we shared a living thing together.  anyway 
i always wanted to play with mack down at the pond we walked him around &you always 
wanted to get his walk out of the way &go back inside.  i’m sure it was the same story this 
day cos it was so crappy out.  you can kind of tell by the way you’re standing, but you are 
sort of smiling still.

September 26, 2009
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i’m not exactly sure where this picture was taken, but it was during our junior year of high 
school, i think.  emma was the first person that appreciated how goofy i could be, and 
would play along, she was the first person that i didn’t need to keep a guard up for, and 
when i started to feel the necessity to our relationship began to change.  this picture was 
taken during a time when i had begun to change a lot, but you can tell how comfortable i 
still am with our relationship to give her a smile like that.

this is just the most perfect image of you.  you aren’t blinking; your eyes are meant to 
be closed.  this is a good example of this kind of moment that always occurs just before 
you know i am about to make an image of you.  you’re moving, you stop, “strike a pose,” 
&freeze to let me figure out if it’s what i want (it always is) &i take your picture.

September 25, 2009
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I think emma took this during our junior year of high school, when emma would give 
me rides home from school every day.  the times we spent in her car were some of the 
best and worst of our relationship, but there was a house on the way home, an old white 
colonial one, that emma could only describe as “perfect,” and this picture was taken on 
the fence outside of it.  emma and i would stop a lot while driving for her to take pictures, 
and although i’d get antsy about it then, i look back on it and love every second of that 
time.  i never thought much of that house, but it’s remained ingrained in my memory by 
what i think it meant to emma. 

this was the day i finally decided to stop at that beautiful house on the long way back 
from school.  naturally, you were with me &i made you get out of the car &hang around 
with me so i could photograph you.  i love how i somehow was always able to make you 
smile or laugh, even when you were bored or irritated.  you always look so relaxed in my 
photographs.

September 25, 2009
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this picture was taken early in our senior year i think.  emma and i had an unspoken 
agreement that whenever someone besides me was riding in her car, they would have the 
front seat.  i never felt that it was because they were more important to her, or became 
jealous of them; it was always more that if emma had let someone get this close to her, 
then I should let her enjoy her time with them.  i remember that a few times emma would 
ask me to sit in the front seat instead though, and we both always understood what it 
meant.

this is outside benjamin’s house.  i don’t know why i’m in the passenger seat of my car 
or if i even am &i just saw you sticking your head a little bit out of the window  &leaned 
over to take this.  i remember i so rarely let you sit in the front seat of my car.  you only 
sat there when it was just the two of us.  i remember when i started coming home from 
college, i would tell you as we would walk to my car, “hey, you can have the front seat,” 
just because i knew it would be so special &it would make you so happy.

September 28, 2009
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i think back to sitting under this tree a lot; it wasn’t an old haunt for us, but neither was it 
far away.  i remember when emma pointed out possibly shooting down here, and it was 
weird for that reason; because we’d never been there.  we took a lot of shots around 
the place, someone’s unused property sitting off of the main interstate, but this tree has 
always been the most memorable for me.

i feel like this one doesn’t really look like you, your expression has nothing in it that i know 
as “ian,” but i loved this shirt on you.  i remember after seeing the way this one turned 
out thinking that it looked like an author’s book jacket photo, &i thought that was funny 
because you had always wanted to be a writer.  after we took this one we changed outfits 
one more time &then took a ton of pictures together on the digital camera i was using to 
take my senior pictures, &they were so incredibly cute.

September 24, 2009
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i remember absolutely loving how this picture of me turned out, and emma telling me that 
it looked nothing like me.  even then i was concerned with how my body was presented to 
other people, and i thought that this presented it the most charmingly.  when she told me 
it looked nothing like me, i remember feeling shocked.

i remember after snapping this shot telling you “it’s sexy!” &the two of us laughing.  i loved 
how vulnerable the viewer can tell you were able to make yourself with me, &how your 
eyes are both confrontational &relaxed.  this was toward the end of the shoot (after we 
both changed outfits right on the side of the interstate, in front of each other, no shame 
or awkwardness involved, in fact i remember taking a few shots of you without a shirt 
on.  also, after we found an enormous fuzzy caterpillar) &as we inched closer to the spot 
where we had taken an extensive shoot together a year before.

September 24, 2009
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emma never really had any trouble getting me to be genuine around her, especially for 
her pictures, and although looking back i remember painfully holding expressions for her, i 
never faked my emotions.

this image has always made me melt.  i know i always made fun of your yellow teeth &told 
you it was from eating so much candy all the damn time but you always had the most 
charming smile.  i love this image because you look so natural &at ease &it’s obvious 
your smile isn’t faked.  i remember feeling so good this day not only as your friend but as 
a photographer because i was so happy i could make you laugh &feel comfortable even 
in front of a camera.  i remember thinking everyone else’s senior pictures would lack what 
ours had--the story of this day &how we took them together.

September 24, 2009
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i think a lot of my early life can be understood by what it’s like to grow up with a 
photographer for a best friend.  i remember that when we went to go take our senior 
pictures our relationship had already started to become strained, at least for me, but that 
the day really brought us closer, taking pictures together always had.  emma knew that i 
liked looking good in her pictures, and we spent a while picking out clothing.  i remember 
hating this outfit, and her loving it, and ironically enough i wound up wearing it in the one i 
submitted for my senior picture.  i still hated the outfit though.

i think this was the one you used as your senior picture in the yearbook.  i liked that there 
was never a discussion as to whether or not i would take your senior pictures.  it just 
happened, of course.  i remember that i really liked your outfit &that you did not.  &that 
your lips were chapped.

September 24, 2009
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during the end of our junior year, our friend zack dare, a year ahead of us, graduated, 
and this picture was taken during the summer at his party.  emma had always been 
close with zack, and she had told me that i needed to come to the party dressed nicely.  i 
remember that i had loved my shorts because they belonged to my friend chris, and that 
emma and i had found my polo at the arc, where we went shopping together regularly.  i 
remember meeting zack’s distant relatives, and emma meeting zack’s cousin who had 
graduated from MICA, and lived in the baltimore area.  emma wound up going there after 
graduation.  it was always moments like those that i was fully proud of everything i knew 
she’d become.

this is one of my absolute favorite pictures i’ve ever taken of you on film.  we were in 
zack’s backyard at his graduation party.  the viewer can totally tell that you talk out of 
the right side of your mouth, which is the topic that you might say is the first one that we 
were vulnerable or completely honest about or set boundaries about our friendship upon 
(do you remember that night when you &kyle &aubrey &i went for a walk &i mentioned 
something about the way you talk &slur your words, &the next day you passed me a note 
in class about how that really hurt your feelings?  that must have been in the seventh 
grade).  i love the slight sense of movement.  i love your hands.  you gave me the shirt 
you are wearing.  i still have it, in my closet at my parents’ house.

September 28, 2009
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this picture was taken during the summer between our junior and senior year while emma 
and i were very close.  we would go to a bookstore in downtown colorado springs often, 
it later closed down, and this picture was taken there.  i remember that for me, going 
downtown with emma always had a sort of magical feeling; it always felt like something 
wholly ours.  this reminds me of emma’s ex-boyfriend nick, a good friend of mine for a 
while too, who i think was photographed in the same armchair; i’m not positive though.  
emma and i were both always very nostalgic people, and old, used books were a love of 
both of ours.

this is at poor richard’s downtown, at the end of fiction &just before poetry &philosophy.  
we must have gone here a thousand times together.  i love that we both loved books 
&literature in high school &that we both thought that made us better &smarter than 
everyone else.  who else in high school drove downtown to hang out at antique 
bookstores after school or on weekends?  dan &i went here together the first day that we 
met.  i realize now that i did do a lot of things that i considered ours with other people, but 
that was before you stopped wanting to be my friend (it was so different after.  i wanted 
to preserve that.)  i never wondered if that hurt your feelings or if it affected you at all.  i 
wonder now.

September 28, 2009
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god i look so much like my brother in this picture.  i think that you and i caught this guy 
down where we used to take mack to hunt crawdads, it was during our sophomore year 
i think.  i remember that we took so many pictures of him, and i was obviously very tired.  
i’m not sure if you ever knew it, but i was very depressed for a lot of sophomore year; i 
think a lot of it had to do with the realization that i would never make it as a writer.  you’re 
wearing nick’s old shirt here, i always loved the way it looked on you, just like i love 
wearing his belt buckle now; i only started to wear it again when we started talking again.  
i still can’t believe how big that salamander was though.

this was easter, after we spent the day “fishing” at the pond behind your house.  we only 
caught fish by scooping them up &all we really caught was a crawdad &we found this 
salamander.  it was so bizarre.  its tail looked like it had been chewed on.  we put it in 
the sink &kept pouring more water in &it made this little snapping sound with its mouth.  
it was so cute.  it started to weird us out so we set it free back in the pond once it had 
gotten dark.  i think we both knew it didn’t survive.  i am wearing nick’s shirt.

September 30, 2009
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you took this one day after school during our sophomore or maybe junior year, i 
remember when we drove down this road and took pictures, i don’t think that at any time 
before or since i have seen winter as this magical.  i remember gasping to myself when 
we drove past snow-covered trees, it was gorgeous.  it was days like this that i loved 
about our friendship, you were constantly making me see things differently.

this was in buffalo, when my mom &i took you for my cousin’s wedding.  this was a really 
special trip.  you were my only friend i had ever taken to buffalo with me.  it was snowy 
&cold &i made you go for a walk with me so i could show you all my childhood favorite 
places.  we took umbrellas.  i remember being so, so happy this day.  you took pictures of 
me on my digital camera &i was smiling so big.

September 30, 2009
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this picture so perfectly describes your mom in so many moments that we had.  i can’t 
remember how many times i’ve seen her make that face, i can almost describe the sound 
of her accompanying sigh with it perfectly.  i think this was taken soon before we went to 
buffalo together.  this really reminds me a lot of how you used to call my name when i was 
looking away and you’d put your finger right next to my face, somehow i’d always run right 
into your finger; i feel like you did the same thing here.

this was in the denver airport while we waited for our flight to buffalo.  i stole this coat from 
the elementary school (our elementary school) lost &found &i gave it to you because you 
looked so good in it.  this was funny because we were watching the baggage handlers 
throw everyone’s bags into the plane really un-carefully.  i made a video.

September 30, 2009
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i can’t remember if this was taken at poor richard’s downtown, or at that huge used book 
store that closed down our senior year.  i remember when i used to wear things like this 
you would tell me that i looked like my dad, and that nothing was more frightening to me.  
i don’t think you ever knew how much being compared to him hurt me.  i can’t remember if 
i had dressed up for a certain reason on this day, but i feel like we were doing something 
specific together.

oh man, this is at the book broker, which is long gone now, but i kept telling you you 
should wear a black button-up shirt with black pants &either a black or a red tie.  look how 
good it looked!  you look so interpol.

September 30, 2009
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i remember this day when we went exploring down past the interstate.  you just called me 
and told me that we were going somewhere, and i remember we were both way too tired 
to bike home afterwards.  i always loved that we discovered places like this, and that we 
always rode our bikes everywhere.  i think i was really scared of the heights here, they 
always got to me.

we were driving down the new section of powers, the one that finally connected 83 to pine 
creek.  we drove down this road to school every day &the leaves were turning &they were 
so pretty so one evening we drove down here &got out &crawled around under the bridge 
&took pictures.  i think this is the same day we also stopped on this road to take pictures 
of cows.  you were really silly.  in this image you are looking into the valley where the 
trees grow around a stream.  it was really pretty.  also, you are so tall you can’t even fit 
underneath the bridge.  i’m sure i fit with tons of room to spare.

October 2, 2009
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the posing in this picture is so great, i love it so much.  i remember when you gave a 
framed copy of it to my mom for christmas, and she loved it, and still loves it.  i loved it 
when we’d lay together, and it never happened too often, and i remember how wonderful 
it was just to lay there and take pictures with you.  i remember how short you always kept 
your hair and how much i loved that.  i remember when you got the tripod we used here 
from school, at least i think it was from school, and you told me that we were going to go 
use it.  i miss listening to the smiths every day in your car, and how i could never really tell 
what morrissey was saying.

the best picture of the two of us ever taken.  my heart stops when i look at this image.  
it stopped when i went over to your mom’s house for the first time after we had really 
stopped being friends &she still had the framed black &white print i made her on display 
in the living room.  this image is so descriptive of our relationship.  i love that we thought 
nothing of being this close, &that it doesn’t feel set up at all.  you really were the best 
friend i ever had.

October 2, 2009
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i loved this day so unbelievably much, when we went and rolled in the grass together 
and took pictures.  i can’t remember why i was wearing your shirt here, but i can still 
remember how content i felt that day.  it was sometime during our junior year i think; i 
remember laying here thinking how much i loved you, and how great it was.

this is one of the best &most memorable days of our friendship in terms of pictures.  we 
rode our bikes down to this spot aside the interstate &i set up my camera on a tripod &we 
took at least two or three rolls of film.  i liked when i took a picture of you doing something 
&then you took a picture of me doing the same thing.  we were so fucking cute.  who else 
did shit like this?  i was totally in love with our friendship.

October 2, 2009
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the classic ian and emma dance.  we did this so many times at shows, and it’s great to 
see it again.  i remember i’d stop once in a while to make sure you were still dancing, to 
make sure i wasn’t getting too into it, and you always would be; i loved it.

i think we were trying to run towards the camera before the self-timer tripped the shutter?  
but because we had to run away from the camera to run back it never really worked out.  i 
look like i am fake running, or dancing.  you are so much taller than i am.  i think that was 
a really cute part of our friendship.  i loved hugging you because it felt so silly.  you could 
totally bend over me at your waist.

October 4, 2009
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was i showing off my harry potter skills here?  i remember we went out to this field a lot, 
just east of the interstate, i think this was in the summer between our sophomore and 
junior years.  i’d always do silly things like this with you; we had a lot of fun together.  i like 
how serious my face is here, i look like an orchestra conductor.

ugh, this is such a good picture.  i don’t even know why you were doing this or why i 
tripped the shutter at this exact moment.  i love how your face is in such shadow &almost 
unrecognizable.  i love that you are holding that blade of grass like a wand so gracefully in 
one hand &the fingers on your other hand are in such a strange position.  i love how blue 
the sky is &how yellow the grass is &how green the trees are.  what i really love about 
this image is that your purple pony charm on your wrist really stands out.  we put those 
charms on on my fifteenth birthday.  yours was always coming off &i was always trying to 
get you to put it back on but i never, ever took mine off until its string really started to fray 
when we really stopped being friends, &it fell off.

October 4, 2009
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i remember when we went up to estes park together, it was the only time i’d been, and 
still is.  every time i drive by the exit i miss the day we spent here with your family.  i think 
this was the rock formation that we saw on the edge of the street and had to go check 
out.  i remember taking pictures with you that day; it was right after i had gotten back from 
florida.  i remember there was a sign that said something forbidding us from approaching 
the rock, but we did it anyways and your mom was pissed.

this is such a great image.  this is when my parents &i took you to rocky mountain national 
park.  we got out of the car &scrambled up this mountainside because i really wanted to 
photograph you in between the rock formations.  there were all these tourists around &we 
managed to sneak off to this part where no one had gotten to for whatever reason.  it 
was really cloudy &dark out.  i remember we spent the night in a hotel &my mom insisted 
you sleep on the floor, but after my parents fell asleep i let you come into my bed.  i went 
back to the park with my parents this summer.  we drove by this exact place.  it was really 
nostalgic &heartbreaking.

October 4, 2009
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hahaha, i really love how i’m not bending my knees toward you at all, but rather lowering 
myself very casually from behind.  this reminds me so much of how wonderful our 
friendship was, and how we needed no one else around.  these were the days when you 
taught me the meaning of being content, and it’s so clear in the picture.

we ran around taking a few of these, i remember.  whenever i want to do self-timer 
portraits with someone i always talk myself out of it because it is such a silly process--
setting the timer, running to the spot, posing--i’ve never been comfortable enough with 
someone else to do it.  i don’t remember whose idea it was to hold hands or totally look 
like you are about to kiss me but i love it.  this image didn’t stick in my mind over the 
years for some reason &when i rediscovered it this summer it broke my heart.

October 6, 2009
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even then, i was always so tired.  i’m not sure why i was posed like this to begin with, but 
i’m sure you had just told me to hold it.  i remember actually being very tired when i sat 
down here.  this picture was taken in those fields west of the interstate i think, although 
i’m not entirely positive.

this image was an accident, i think.  i was setting up my digital camera on a “tripod” (a 
dead tree with a conveniently flat top) &i wanted to look through the viewfinder of the 
rebel to see what was in the frame.  maybe i saw this &shot it.  i think it’s a really beautiful 
picture of you, even though the horizon is so super crooked &your eyes are closed.  i 
don’t remember you wearing this shirt any other time but i really like the color on you.

October 6, 2009
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this picture reminds me of how often we actually hopped fences like these.  my pony 
bracelet is attached very firmly, so this picture must have been taken sometime during 
our sophomore year, i think it fell off during the summer before junior year.  i love the 
juxtaposition in this picture, and how i’m crossing very obvious boundaries.  i remember 
i was always scared to do things like this, but that you always brought out the explorer in 
me.

this was on the other side of a tunnel underneath the interstate we rode our bikes to.  we 
had never explored this one before because there was a ton of water on the other side, 
but this day we decided to try it out.  i loved that no matter what obstacles we faced, 
stagnant water, thorny fields, barbed wire fences, we always for whatever reason pressed 
on.  we always had fun.  we were always running into adventure.  i love the selective 
focus.  i love your shadow on that wall with the graffiti.  love that pony bracelet again.

October 6, 2009
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i remember when we took this trip up to denver, it was starting to get colder out during 
junior year, and we went into this cafe, i don’t really remember where it was, but i 
remember thinking it was a really cute place.  i think this was after i got that really 
awkward haircut and was leaving the front down because of how bad it was.  i remember 
really liking this picture after you took it.

this was at a cafe on 16th street in denver.  you &i had just dropped off josh at the airport.  
we hung out down there for the rest of the day.  it was nice to have you to myself again.

October 10, 2009
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this was on that same day in denver, right outside of the cafe.  i remember really loving 
this concrete sculpture, it reminded me of a playground.  i remember really wanting to 
play on it, or be young enough to enjoy running around it.  i can’t tell if that’s my pony 
bracelet, but i think it had fallen off by this time.  i was always so sleepy back then, and 
it’s definitely something that persists today; i sometimes wonder why you would put up 
with me being so tired and cranky all the time, i just always wanted to be laying down.  
you can really tell how small my eyes are here, i remember the first time you noticed that 
and thought it was the funniest thing.

we took lots of pictures of each other here.  some of my favorite pictures of myself were 
taken by you here.  i remember we climbed around on this big cement playground &you 
seemed to be having so much fun snapping pictures of me on my digital camera.  it was 
nice to have someone to take pictures with.  also, you had a faux hawk!  i guess we are 
getting into that era of pictures.  you were the coolest of the cool at pine creek because 
you were the first boy to wear girl pants &you had a faux hawk.

October 10, 2009
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i think this was taken in poor richard’s downtown; i remember i had sat down to wait for 
you to finish shopping.  i can’t remember why i put on my suit that day, i think it was right 
after i got it and i really wanted you to see how i looked in it (i remember you saying how 
silly it looked and how i was really bummed about it!).  my face has so much emotion on 
it in this picture, and it looks so genuine.  i liked how we’d just dress up sometimes, and 
with no intention of going anywhere; i love how much time i spent in bookstores with you 
in a tie. 

at poor richard’s again.  this was obviously suit day, maybe the first.  i miss those.  it 
was so cute that we did them all the time in high school.  you look thoughtful &sad here.  
looking back at our friendship until doing this project i guess i never realized how much 
your parents’ divorce &your dad moving away &you &your mom having to move into a 
new house affected you.  you always seemed oddly fine.  i see now that even when we 
were out on fun adventures there was always something bothering you for a while.

October 10, 2009
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i’m not really sure where or when this was taken, probably during sophomore year, maybe 
in the fall.  i like how much my hair looks like the tree behind it, and how tired i look 
here.  i also like that i’m carrying your gray bag, and remembering how often i did wind 
up carrying that thing, and how many mornings it sat next to me when you drove us to 
school.

this was the day we rode our bikes down to the interstate &then all the way back up 
on the other side to where those horses were.  we rode over the train tracks &chased 
a goose around in a stream.  this was one of the days your mom had to come pick us 
up because we didn’t want to ride back.  i remember we climbed a tree &you were so 
much better at it than i was &you practically had to push me up it.  but we hung out there 
for a while.  we went back here one day the summer our friendship really fell apart.  i 
remember while we were by the stream i was trying to photograph these swallows &you 
were on the phone with one of your new friends &the jets were going by (because we 
were on air force property, after all) &you couldn’t hear each other.  then you insisted on 
climbing a huge pile of dirt &i had to walk away because i felt like crying.  we got to the 
trail head parking lot &waited for my mom to pick us up &i tried to bring up how i felt about 
you then.  it was really awkward &uncomfortable.

October 13, 2009
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this is such a cute picture!  it reminds me so much of the one you framed for me 
christmas of sophomore year, that picture was still sitting in my apartment till this summer, 
it moved down to the springs with me, and i missed it on my trip back up.  we took a lot of 
pictures like this in ron, and we both look so content here.  it’s wonderful.

i don’t remember when this was taken or where we were going.  we are obviously in 
my volvo.  when i came across this picture this summer it really struck me.  you are so 
sincerely holding my face &pulling me toward you &your affection is so genuine.  i loved 
how before i got my license we used to sit in my car in the driveway &look out the moon 
roof.  we were batman &robin.  i loved how it took you so long to get your license.  i really 
loved always driving us places.

October 13, 2009
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this was taken outside your house on a snow day during our sophomore year.  i 
remember when we’d get dressed up and go out and play in the snow together, i can’t 
remember why i was laughing so hard here.  i remember how we always joked about how 
this hat caused my parents to get a divorce.

i can’t remember whether or not you are really genuinely laughing in this picture.  we are 
at the bottom of the hill in my backyard &we had been sledding for a while.  we hung out 
down there for a long time being silly &taking pictures.  i love how you are covered in 
snow. &you are wearing the hat!  that sparked the fight that ended your parents’ marriage.

October 13, 2009
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this was taken during one of our snow days sophomore year i think.  i was probably 
exhausted, or being grumpy because of the cold, but i remember how much fun we 
always had on these days.  we’d either hole up in your house or we’d get on all our 
clothes and go enjoy the weather and the freedom and each other.

you are so sleepy in my bed after school one day, or maybe it was a snow day or an early 
release, you are pretty bundled up.  you probably came over to my house straight from 
the bus stop.  this must have been sophomore year.  i am remembering now that we’re 
doing this just how often you were tired &just wanted to lay in my bed &sleep.

October 25, 2009
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i remember this day, it was when we went to fox run and went sledding, pretty sure it was 
on a snow day, and it was right after we had really started being friends with benjamin.  
i remember how the idea of going out in the cold always made me grumpy, but that 
once we were out we’d always have a great time together.  i remember borrowing ben’s 
toboggan, and how excited i was to see how fast it would go.  i think we did a few runs 
with the two of us on it too.

this was the day you &i walked up to benjamin’s house to play in the snow with him 
&stephanie.  we had just befriended him &this was one of the first days we hung out with 
him.  i took this picture as the four of us walked down his street to fox run park.  you look 
in surprisingly good spirits after that walk in the cold all the way up to his house.  you’re 
wearing the thursday hoodie i got you.  you look so young in this picture.  you were 
probably fifteen.

October 25, 2009
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i don’t remember exactly what we were doing on this day, it was during our sophomore 
year.  i think i was actually doing homework over at your house, or maybe reading or 
something.  i remember being totally lost in thought and surprised when you took the 
picture.  i always loved how comfortable i was with you, and how we would do mundane 
things like this, and they were always my favorite days together, i’m not sure if you ever 
knew how much i appreciated that.  i remember that you really liked how this picture of 
me turned out, it always reminded me a lot of the one you took of me staring out of the 
bus window.

you used to sit in my windowsill a lot in the beginning of our friendship, i am remembering 
now.  it makes no sense because there’s no way you fit in there.  i think you were 
scared of being on my bed in the beginning.  it’s funny how getting those glasses &new 
clothes like this collared shirt seemed to give you so much more confidence &make you 
comfortable being photographed.  i was also always telling you how modely you were.  
that might’ve done it.

October 25, 2009
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i remember when we went to the mining museum down from our house and snuck onto 
their property to take pictures and explore.  i remember that i was always nervous back 
then of doing things like this, especially after the fiasco during sophomore year when i 
was sent to court, but that we had a really good time exploring the mining museum.

this was at the mining museum.  we used to ride our bikes here at least a few times every 
summer, i don’t even know why because it was pretty boring &kind of expensive.  i loved 
to pet the burros.  i love this image compositionally &because of the colors &you just look 
so vulnerable standing there alone by these huge old machines.  i loved exploring with 
you, &i hated when you seemed to lose that part of yourself years later when i started 
dating nathaniel.

October 30, 2009
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i remember this picture being taken during the spring of our sophomore year.  we used to 
cross underneath the interstate through this tunnel, and the trips through it were always 
such an adventure. i remember you telling me to stay at the lit end of the tunnel while you 
took this picture.  i remember that i was always impressed that you could select places 
like these to photograph when i would see nothing in them, and that the pictures would 
turn out so well, it always impressed me.  i remember how when we would bike through 
this tunnel i would always have to keep my head down, and that you never had any 
trouble with it.

oh man, this is such a famous image in my mind.  you &josh &i rode our bikes down to 
the tunnel underneath the interstate to shoot this stupid idea i had about you murdering 
him with a kitchen knife &then killing yourself.  this was supposed to be the image where 
you are contemplating what you’ve done &the consequences, but really it was just when 
josh &i were riding away &i noticed you still standing there &i threw my bike down &told 
you to hold still.  there was lots of ketchup &wasted film of you two giggling involved.  i 
also brought with us this little fake pistol that was really a lighter.  i wanted to make an 
image of just the shadow of you holding it up to your head, but instead i took one of the 
shadow of the two of us.  for a long time this was everyone’s favorite photograph of mine.  
the ones of you were always the best.

October 30, 2009
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i don’t actually think that i have ever seen this picture before, which is interesting because 
it seems like i’ve almost kept a mental database of most of the pictures that we took 
together.  i remember when i found that shirt in some keepsake box from my childhood 
and started to wear it again.  this was taken during our sophomore year, i think, while 
we were out at the mining museum maybe.  i like how much the picture highlights my 
friendship bracelet, back before it broke and i stopped wearing it, i remember a real shift 
in our friendship when that happened.  even looking back, the pictures before it broke 
seem to take on a totally different quality, and it makes me regret ever letting it leave my 
wrist.

i took this picture at the ranch on struthers that i made you go to with me practically every 
weekend.  i love this really silly shirt from your childhood, &how prominent that purple 
pony bracelet is.  i can’t tell if this is before or after everything was demolished.  you got 
so sick of going here with me, i bet you were glad when they finally tore it down.  i kept 
going by here even when everything got taken away, &even after they started building 
that huge new development where it used to be, &even now when i go home.  it always 
makes me think of you.

October 30, 2009
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i can’t remember exactly when this was taken, sometime during freshman year i think.  i 
remember that i always loved the silhouette pictures that you took of me back then.  i can 
remember that i sat on your sill a lot when we first started hanging out (you were right, 
it was because i didn’t feel comfortable enough to sit on the bed with you), but then i 
remember i used to sit there nostalgically later.  the windowsill always reminds me of the 
times when you would be busy, or when i knew you needed some space, and i would sit 
there and think, or read, or play pokemon or whatever i was doing back then.  i still miss 
the time we spent in your room.

now that we’ve reached this last image i can’t help but try to apply to it some metaphor 
for our relationship.  like i said, i remember you sitting on my windowsill before you felt 
comfortable on my bed.  it is strange to me that i remember a time when our relationship 
did sort of have limits.  this was probably taken our freshman year of high school, but 
to me it feels like it could have been taken at the very beginning of our relationship, in 
the seventh or eighth grade.  i guess this image makes me sad in the context of our 
last in this project because in a way, it does accurately describe where we’ve come to: 
i tell myself i remember you so well, but really i remember the things around you, the 
light glowing through the blinds in my window, but you are mostly a black silhouette.  i 
remember your sharp outside edges, but inside i know almost nothing of you now.

November 16, 2009
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     i wish i could remember the first time we talked or the first time we started hanging 
out outside of school.  i remember starting to spend all my time with you in eighth grade.  
we were inseparable from the beginning.  you would run over to my house with a cheese 
sandwich after some boy broke my heart &i was there for you through your parents’ 
divorce.  everyone always told us how cute we were &insisted we would get married 
someday.  i didn’t think it meant much to me then but looking back i always loved being 
told things like that.
     i guess things started to go bad when i started dating nathaniel.  you loved him from 
the start, so i didn’t understand why you started getting less excited to see me as he 
&i became more &more serious.  you were always tired or irritated or just wanted to do 
homework instead of hang out with me.  it hurt.
     i really wanted you to come see me my freshman year of college but i understood 
when you couldn’t.  when i came home that summer you were so different.  you seemed 
so unhappy.  i accredited it to settling for a lifestyle that wasn’t stimulating to you, living 
at home &going to community college.  i tried to be supportive of you but i felt you stop 
caring for me.  one day you were so rude, i told myself to stop chasing after you &let you 
come to me.  that was a month before i had to leave to go back to school.  you didn’t call 
to see me, you didn’t call to say goodbye.  i was heartbroken.  &stupidly, pridefully, i wrote 
you off.
     my sophomore year was so hard without you.  early in the school year i heard that you 
got drunk &rode your bike around ft. collins telling everyone who would listen that you 
had always been in love with me &you couldn’t take seeing me with nathaniel anymore.  
i was disappointed in you, but i missed you &i felt like i had lost everything.  there were 
so many nights i cried myself to sleep &just wanted to call you, but i was too prideful.  
christmastime when i came home i made a point to see you &find out what i had done to 
make you stop loving me.  you were smiling &cool &you told me you just didn’t like me 
anymore.  you couldn’t see continuing our relationship.  i was shocked &so, so hurt.  you 
had seen so many people hurt me so badly, &i had always thought you would be the one 
person to never hurt me that way.  you hurt me so much worse.
     i didn’t recover.  i saw nothing in anyone.  i resented nathaniel for costing me you &i 
couldn’t love him anymore &we broke up.  i made horrible mistakes.  i hated myself for 
becoming someone you no longer cared for.  i came home for the summer &shut myself 
away.
     for whatever reason, i began scanning every significant picture of you i had ever 
taken.  i had always gotten 4 x 6 prints made, from the time i first started taking pictures 
seriously my freshman year of high school to the time i stopped shooting color film the 
summer before college.  i don’t know what i was planning to do with the images or why 
i felt compelled to make digital files of them to bring back to school with me, but it was 
important.  i remember having people over to watch movies with me while i scanned,
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&once alisha told me your grandpa had just died.  while i was taking in this news i 
received an email from your mom telling me she had cancer.  i couldn’t believe it.  i’d 
heard you’d been saying mean things about me since we’d stopped talking &even days 
before you were upset aubrey had brought me to the parking lot of your work, so i knew 
you were still a jerk.  but in that moment i had nothing but love for you.  i emailed you to 
let you know i was thinking of you.  &i went over to your mom’s house to see you within 
the next few days.
     i had always felt like a part of your family, as i’m sure you felt a part of mine.  i was so 
happy to see your mom, even under the circumstances, &to be at your house again.  i 
remember you hugged me.  it was awkward seeing you.  &for a long time even though 
i tried to be strong when i saw you or talked to you on the phone, i cried for a long time 
after our conversations ended.  we were so different from how we used to be.  i couldn’t 
believe what we’d become.
     i remember the night i called to confront you, after i’d gotten back to baltimore.  i was 
fed up.  i was so angry that you left me.  you knew every single thing about me.  you had 
seen me through everything since we were kids.  &then you left me all alone without 
anyone who knew it all &understood.  i was crying so hard.  then you were crying too, 
&you told me that things had been rough for you too, &we made this weird attempt to 
quickly catch up.  you told me you had loved me, &seeing me with nathaniel was too 
hard, which was strange to hear out of your mouth because you had never, ever, in all 
those years, said a thing to me about it.  i didn’t know what to say.  i still don’t know how 
to react to that.  i ended up telling you how different things would have been had you told 
me before that night.  i wish you would have told me sooner.
     suddenly the purpose for all those images fell into place.  it felt right to go through 
all these pictures with you &see how much each of us remembered &how skewed each 
of our memories would be by our feelings for each other.  i remember anticipating your 
memories would be so off, because i had taken the pictures, not you, i had had them at 
my fingertips all those years, i had spent so much time editing them &putting them online 
for years.  but i was wrong.  we seemed to remember almost exactly the same things, 
save for a few exceptions.  when you told me you didn’t like me anymore i felt like you 
had forgotten everything we were.  but when i saw how much you remembered, i realized 
how much i did mean to you after all.
     now, i don’t really know what to do.  i think you’ve seen how much i loved you, how 
you were my best friend, how no one has or ever could replace you.  i hope you have.  i’m 
moving home this winter.  part of me wants to try my hardest to rebuild our relationship, 
to sacrifice all i need to to bring our friendship back.  part of me knows it will never be the 
same.  ultimately, i am so happy to have you in my life in any way.  without you, i wouldn’t 
be the person i am today.  i might not even be alive.  i will always think of you as my best 
friend, &in no matter what way, the greatest love of my life.
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     i think what was most striking for me while we were doing this project together was 
how you never felt the need to explain anything to anyone.  you wrote your responses to 
me, and it didn’t seem to matter if other people understood, and i think that was maybe 
something i lost at some point between us.  i remember when you brought this idea 
to me, it was a day or two after i had broken down for an hour on the phone with you, 
explaining everything of where i had been and what happened between us.  i know that 
a lot of the distance i put between us was because i couldn’t stand to watch you fall for 
nathaniel, but that it was never something i would have let myself try to stop.  i know that 
when you would confront me about it i would get more hurt and distance myself more, 
and i know that it hurt you.
     i never could have suspected how hard this project would have been for me to do; 
every picture and response you would send me i would almost start crying; over the past 
few years i thought i had been able to forget about you (except when i would use my debit 
card, and other things like that), and the entire time i would just sit here and realize how 
much i had given up and lost with you.  i remember when you asked me if i was happy, 
and i knew what all that meant for you.  i’m happy now, i was happy then, but only so 
much as living with a regret would allow me to.  it scares me that you’ve been distant 
lately, and i don’t want you to go away again.  i remember when we first started talking 
back in seventh grade when you had me listen to loudermilk, i remember falling in love 
with you, and i remember letting you go.
     i think that this project really made me stop regretting it all.  maybe it was because we 
were talking again, but i think it was the realization that no matter what i will always love 
you, and that that’s okay.  i also know that no amount of explaining in this response will 
make people understand the way we were, the way i feel, or the hopes that i have for us 
in the future.  i know that this book is entirely ours, that it’s our story, and that it’s better 
that way.

             November 30, 2009






